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Summary

Paper gives an overview of the green hydrogen market in South and Southeast Asia. It identifies drivers
and barriers for the hydrogen market and provides policy recommendations to strengthen the hydrogen
market in the region. Overall, the paper has good messages to policymakers in the countries considered.
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Strengths and
weaknesses

Strengths

•Novelty
 •Good language use
 •Good points about the
importance of innovation and
R&D in hydrogen
 •Good recommendations

Weaknesses/Errors

•Wrong numbers
•Technical errors
•Sometimes difficult to capture what countries
are being considered 
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Technical errors

Page 4:
•“For comparison, the US – also considered an exporter – has a current 17 GW electrolysis capacity dedicated to green
hydrogen producing 11 million tons of hydrogen and 44 GW forecasted capacity for 2030.” This sentence is complete
nonsense:
   •US has 17 MW capacity, which is 1000 times smaller than 17 GW
   •Even 17 GW is not able to deliver 11 mln ton H2. 11 mln ton is the wrong number. 
   •Forecasted projection is 1.4 GW, but not 44 GW. I have checked the reference
   •Finally, not sure if US sees itself as an hydrogen exporter

•“India’s 20 GW should suffice to satisfy the national forecasted demand of 8.5 million tonnes, …
   •Not sure if 20 GW is enough to produce 8.5 mln tonnes annually. 20 GW capacity is too small. I know ome project in         
     Asia with 30-45 GW capacity and they plan to produce 2 mln tonnes annually.
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Technical errors

Page 5:
•“Cryogenic liquid hydrogen (LH2) is more expensive to generate given the high boiling point”. 
    •I don’t think the boiling point of H2 is high. The boiling point of H2 is -252.8°C and it is very low. The problem is to    
      keep hydrogen in cryogenic conditions (very low temperatures below -252.8°C).
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Minor errors

Page 1:
•“…high energy intensity, and storage capacity…”
    •“…high energy intensity, and long-term energy storage capacity…”
    •Net-0, correct version: Net Zero
    •Ludwig et al. (2021): missing in the reference list
    •Paragraph 1 of intro has many factrs

Page 7 (MT already means million)
    •1 million MT in 2021?
    •21 million MT?
    •370,000 MT in 2021?
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Presented data

•Data can be perceived easier in tabular form (for
example: the table with three factors à the state of R&D
investment, political will and renewable energy
potential for each country in section 2)
•Countries as columns
•Three factors as rows

Presented data in table: example

Source: ccushub.ogci.com 7



Recommendations

Structure of the paper

As mentioned before, the table with a list of
countries and short summaries on hydrogen
policy aspects could provide a much greater and
faster understanding

Double check numbers with references

Some critical mistakes were found. It is better
to open references and check numbers again
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